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Experiences with Argentum brought 
from Russia to the Netherlands

“We had a lot of problems with Cucumber Green Mottle 

Mosaic Virus (CGMMV) here in our first year, 2019. That’s 

why we put new slabs down for our second crop. And last 

year we sprayed the greenhouse with Argentum just before 

planting, just like we did in Russia, to increase the crop’s 

plant resistance. 

In 2020 one greenhouse was sprayed with Argentum, the 

other was not. The fittings are sprayed with a spray car, 

which sprays all the gutters, cables, etc. in the row. Actually, 

everything except the greenhouse roof. It’s a labour-

intensive job, but they’re happy to set aside the time for it. 

“We’ll continue to work with Argentum. We now use two 

litres of Argentum per hectare, which according to Alwin is 

actually too much, but it works well.”

The proof that this cultivation technique of Maatkom’s 

works well can be seen in the results. In the greenhouse that 

wasn’t sprayed, CGMMV kept returning, despite the fact 

that the resistant variety Sepalin was cultivated here. In the 

greenhouse that was sprayed, the standard cucumber variety 

Lausanne grown here had no virus problems. “We saw the 

same thing in Russia,” Henry says. “We had problems with 

the virus there too, but the heads kept growing and the crop 

stayed green and kept growing. Since then they’ve used 

Argentum and SalicylPure there.”

“Timely efforts to increase 
plant resilience always pay off”
Henry Rodenburg met Alwin Scholten from PlantoSys five years ago through a 
dealer in Russia. For Henry, working in Russia is pretty much business as usual. He 
spends four to six weeks at a time working there, and then spends a week back in 
the Netherlands. “When I’m back, I always have lunch at home.” In Russia, Henry 
works as a cultivation advisor for midi-cucumbers, in an 80-hectare garden. 

“With PlantoSys products, in Russia 
we managed to have 90% of infected 

plants recover. The heads kept growing 
throughout the CGMMV infection 

and the plants then picked up 
where they’d left off.”
 Henry Rodenburg   |   Maatkom

Ageing crop remains bright green 

SalicylPure is applied after planting. This is done in the 

same way as the pre-spraying with Argentum: SalicylPure 

is applied in one of the greenhouses, and not in the other. 

Here, too, the differences are clearly visible. Production per 

m² is higher in the treated greenhouse (more fruits), but 

the crop looks fresher too. Henry thinks that the cultivation 

period could even be extended by a week or two. “Look, you 

can see more new fruits here. They keep on growing.”

higher yields
striking results

great co-operation
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>> Maatkom
Henry has been running the Maatkom 

company in Pijnacker, with Henk van de 

Ploeg, since 2019: “Because we’ve been 

mates and grown cucumbers for 35 years.” 

In their 3.4 hectare nursery, the Topspin 

and Drogba varieties are now grown in the 

first crop, and Sepalin and Baltimore in the 

second.

Henry Rodenburg

SalicylPure is given in one shot, every Tuesday, via the Venturi. This way 
Henry can be sure that the plant absorbs it directly and the SalicylPure 

doesn’t vanish down the drain.


